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e) Check the following terms to describe the side chains of the amino acids you circled
above.
Side Chain of… Charged Non Charged Polar Non Polar Hydrophobic Hydrophilic
Glutamic Acid

Lysine

Tyrosine

Asparagine

Glycine
Glutamine

f) Explain why ethane (C2H6) is a non-polar molecule while ethanol (C2H5 - OH) is a polar
molecule. (A diagram of each molecule may help.)

B.

a) What are two main differences between prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells?

b) Match the letter of the organelle on the left with the function or characteristic on
the right.

Complex or
Organelle

Function or Characteristic

a. Mitochondria             Site of lipid synthesis; where hydrophobic
toxins‡ water soluable and thus excretable

b. Nucleus               Digests macromolecules and degrades worn-out
organelles

c. Smooth Endoplasmic
     Reticulum

              Catalyzes protein synthesis

d. Golgi Apparatus              Contains all genomic DNA in eukaryotic cell

e. Lysosome               Uses sunlight to build sugar

f. Ribosome               Where ribosomal RNA is made

g. Chloroplast               Prepares proteins for export from the cell

h. Nucleolus               Powerhouse of the cell; where the Krebs Cycle
occurs
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e) Check the following terms to describe the side chains of the amino acids you circled
above.

Side Chain of… Charged Non Charged Polar Non Polar Hydrophobic Hydrophilic
Glutamic Acid √ √ √

Lysine √ √ √
Tyrosine √ √-/+ √-/+ √-/+

Asparagine √ √ √
Glycine √ √ √

Glutamine √ √ √

f) Explain why ethane (C2H6) is a non-polar molecule while ethanol (C2H5 - OH) is a polar molecule. (A diagram of each
molecule may help.)

Ethanol is a polar molecule because there is a partial charge separation associated with the bond
between the hydrogen and the oxygen. The higher electronegativity of oxygen pulls the electrons
in the bond closer to the oxygen resulting in a greater electron density around the oxygen. This
provides a slight negative charge for the oxygen and a slight positive charge for the carbon. The
molecule is polar because these opposite charges are separated at the two ends of the bond.
Ethane, on the other hand, is nonpolar because there are no such charge separations present in
this molecule. The electronegativity difference between carbon and hydrogen are not significant
enough to cause this type of charge separation.

B.

Match the letter of the organelle on the left with the function or characteristic on the right.

Complex or
Organelle

Function or Characteristic

a. Mitochondria     C          Site of lipid synthesis; where hydrophobic
toxins‡ water soluable and thus excretable

b. Nucleus       E        Digests macromolecules and degrades worn-out
organelles

c. Smooth Endoplasmic
     Reticulum

      F        Catalyzes protein synthesis

d. Golgi Apparatus        B      Contains all genomic DNA in eukaryotic cell

e. Lysosome        G       Uses sunlight to build sugar

f. Ribosome         H      Where ribosomal RNA is made

g. Chloroplast          D     Prepares proteins for export from the cell

h. Nucleolus         A       Powerhouse of the cell
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